Happy Friday, everyone!
One order of business before we get to The Friday Dish.

As there’s been mounting criticism of the methods used in two studies covered
by a story I shared yesterday about antibody tests in California, today I’d like to
share additional context.
BuzzFeed News covered critiques of the science, and UCSF’s Bob
Wachter analyzed the media’s approach to the coverage.
The big picture: The tests used and statistical methods underlying the studies
mean many questions remain about rates of infection, asymptomatic patients, and
transmissibility.
The big thanks: Jonny Dorsey and Cassia van der Hoof Holstein brought this to
my attention, and explained the issues at hand.
Ok, on to today’s Friday Dish, which may help you soundtrack whatever activities
you (safely) get up to this weekend…

We’ve got TK words, a TK-minute read (and listen).

1. The Outlaw Ocean Music Project

Last year, Emerson Collective Fellow Ian Urbina published The Outlaw Ocean, a book
about the piracy, poaching, polluting, and smuggling that take place on a lawless
frontier of water.
As Ian was writing, he used music to help him find the tone and mood of a
story.
When the writing was done, he wondered: Movies can have soundtracks; why
can’t books?
Whence The Outlaw Ocean Music Project, a soundtrack in collaboration with
more than 300 artists.
How it works: Ian created a library of audio samples—both ambient sound and
dialogue—from video captured while reporting the book.

After reaching out to a musical artist, Ian gives them the book and video for
background, plus access to the audio library.
The artists select samples and build music around them.
New albums are released every other month.
Why it matters: “Aside from the artistic experiment here, the thing I find super
exciting is the soft coup that we have engaged in, whereby we have hijacked music
platforms and converted them into journalism outlets,” Ian said.

Spotify and Pandora have both created portals for the music and accompanying
videos, offering a total audience of 70M.

Go deeper:

Check out a Spotify playlist of some of Ian’s favorites.
Explore all the artists who’ve contributed.
Enjoy the following songs…

2. Intro (Silence is Core of
the Lifestyle at Sea)

Artist: De Osos
Hometown: Mexico City, Mexico
The sample: Secretary of State John Kerry
speaking at the UN
The backstory: Secretary Kerry’s speech included
a dramatic retelling of a story from Ian’s reporting,
about a Cambodian man who was sold into the
service of the captain of a boat. Whenever other
boats were around, he was shackled by the neck
and secured with chains to prevent escape.

De Osos says: “The sea, before reading this
book, always meant for me a desired
destination where I could find balance, peace
and inspiration in immensity. After reading The
Outlaw Ocean, that meaning remains but now
I’ve managed to see beyond the sea. I’ve been
able to connect to different perspectives of this
briny world through the words of Ian. The
ocean decides to function with its own rules.”

Listen
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3. Oyang

Artist: Doctor Flake
Hometown: Annecy, France
The sample: An interview with a woman in
Jakarta
The backstory: The woman’s husband had
borrowed money from loan sharks to pay an
agency to get him hired on a ship. When the ship
sank, she was left destitute, forced to beg for the
money to repay his debts.

Doctor Flake says: ““I want to reflect the
injustices that the woman and her family face
with the sinking of the vessel operated by the
Sajo Oyang Corporation. I use Zhonghu, a
Chinese instrument, to evoke a melancholy
feeling.”

Listen
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4. Will to Survive

Artist: Dday One
Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
The sample: An interview with David George
Mndolwa
The backstory: Mndolwa, a Tanzanian, snuck
onboard a cargo ship in Cape Town. When the
crew discovered him—by this point hundreds of
miles from shore—they put him on a raft in the
middle of the ocean and cut him loose, a practice
that can be traced back to tightened immigration
laws around the globe after 9/11. He survived.

Dday Once says: “The story of David George
Mndolwa… painted a picture of the rampant
and unreported lawlessness that happens on
the high seas. More than that, it shows a
human’s will to survive even the most
inhumane of conditions. These themes inspire
my music, and are also the driving force in
what I hope listeners will take away from my
tracks.”

Listen
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5. Crew

Artist: Bolier
Hometown: Amersfoort, Netherlands
The sample: The chant of a Cambodian fishing
crew
The backstory: Three dozen Cambodian men and
boys—some “sea slaves,” migrants forced offshore
by debt or duress—used a rhythmic chant to
synchronize their work amid 15-foot swells, fish
innards, tackle and spinning winches, and 500 lb.
nets.

Bolier says: “One thing that both instantly
moved and intrigued me in The Outlaw Ocean
was the story and footage behind those
Cambodian boys who are basically modern
slaves... the footage of these boys laboring at
sea and the very ‘traditional’ rhythmic cadence
of their work and drill singing was something
that instantly made me want to come on
board the project and tell their stories.”

Listen
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6. Arrive

Artist: NOIXES
Hometown: San Fernando de Apure, Venezuela
The sample: Machine-gun fire
The backstory: Because multiple nations claim
ownership of the Falkland (or Malvinas) Islands,
jurisdiction is murky and illegal activity
proliferates. In this recording, the Argentinian Navy
confront an illegal fishing vessel and violence
erupted.

NOIXES says: “I want my music to recreate the
feeling of being in a storm. I use a hard trap
style to make people feel as if they are in a
storm at sea, surrounded by the pouring rain,
thunder and loud sounds. Through my music, I
want to raise awareness about illegal fishing,
which is damaging to the maritime ecosystem,
and human trafficking, in which… minors are
being kidnapped and forced to work with no
pay.”
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7. The Resistance

Artist: Chromonicci
Hometown: Houston, TX
The sample: An at-sea radio transmission from a
Greenpeace mission
The backstory: On behalf of more than 70,000
New Zealanders who had signed a petition to end
seismic blasting and drilling, a Greenpeace officer,
Kate Simcock, directed demands to end to the
practices to theAmazon Warrior, the world’s
biggest seismic blasting ship.

Chromonicci says: “I want the music to create
an experience of vivid imagery, containing
adventure, majesty, gravity and triumph. The
hope is for this music to inspire listeners and to
serve as a sort of musical activism… The
traditional maritime adventure tale of an
underdog’s victory stands out as a source of
inspiration among the grave realities of ocean
lawlessness.”
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And that’s it for today’s Friday Dish!
Have a great weekend, everyone. See you Tuesday.

